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by Pete Delaunay
editor in chief

The intercollegiate athletic budget was cut
$7500 Tuesday.
However, $4000 of that cut may be restored

. and used for sending Central's teams or individtials to national competition.
The Joint Student Fees Committeecomposed of students and administratorsapproved cuts for athletic ( $7500) and fine
arts programs ($500) after several weeks of
deliberation and public discussion.
The committee will redirect the funds to
Ethnic Studies ($3500), Recreation ($4000)
and Men's Intramural Athletics ($500).
It is too early to determine if any, or what
sports will have to be cut. Adrian Beamer,
athletic director, said:
"There is absolutely no way we can run our
present program on the reduced budget."
.,.
The meeting Tuesday began informally
.
with a brief outline of the feelings of the CWSC
;t. :~'., :..:.:~~·;~;~£:.~'°;;,,Alumni · Association by Fredric Wolfer,
1:-~· .";~-y: ,.:};t·(~·' >~ "--: director -of .alumni and development.
1
§"•;i:;.~·:t.~~. -.::~ .J .;:~>·\. ;· , "Jf .~i~ cuqs made," he said, ."the college
~ Wil\·lose .,·a... gr~at.Jllloµni of publicity and a .
· ·· · ·' · ,··: ind.Sf1tt"Al1~Sat~daytneeting..of>·'. : i: '°·· .- "·'
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Cat-a-log

ASC sponsors film
by Candy Bonham
cat-a-log editor

"The Sergeant," starring Rod
Steiger and John Phillip Law, is
the ASC movie to be shown
tonight and tomorrow night in
the SUB small ballroom at 7
p.m. Admission is 75 cents with
ASC card.

Fellowship will meet Monday
evening at 7 p.m. at 1009 D St.
All are welcome.
ASC DANCE
"Superband" can be heard at
the ASC dance tomorrow night
at 9 p.m. in the SUB Large
Ballroom. Admission is free with
your ASC card.

DEFENSE LOANS
Applications for summer
ALOHA HAWAII
National Defense Loans are
Authentic. Hawaiian
available in the Office of entertainment will be provided
Financial Aid, Barge 209.
tomorrow in Hertz Recital Hall
These forms must be at 7 and 9 p.m. Admission for
completed and returned to the each of the two shows is $1.25.
financial aid office by today.
You may purchase the tickets at
the SUB, Penneys, and Berry's.
CHI ALPHA
For those who like fresh fruit
The Chi Alpha Christian pineapples will be sold.
'

THINK SPRING!
Long sleeve and sleeveless
T-Shirts and Tank Tops
Cotten Knit T-Shirts And

Saturday's dance is free

SUMMER WORK-STUDY
Students who have filed
financial aid applications for the
1972-73 school year that are
presently on work-study
employment and who would be
interested in possible work-study
placement during the summer
months should contact the
Office of Financial Aid after
May.
LYSISTRATA
The Greek play, "Lysistrata,"
will be presented in McConnell
Auditorium at 8 p.m. tonight.
This production can also be seen
fomorrow night and April 27-29.
Students with ASC cards will
be admitted free. Adult tickets
$1.50 and 75 cents for children.
SPORTS
Today at 3 p.m., Central
meets Eastern Oregon in a
baseball game at Nicholson
Pavillion. Tomorrow from 10
a.m. to noon, a baseball
tournament can be seen at the
pavillion.
At noon tomorrow, there will
be a varsity track meet between
Oregon College of Education
and Central at Nicholson.
FINANCIAL AID

Tank Tops

by Jack Winter

•

Margaret's

Financial aid applications for
the 1972-73 school year are still
available in the Office of
Financial Aid Barge 209 .
Although the deadline dates
have passed, applications still
will be accepted and awards of
aid will be made as funds allow.
SUMMER HOUSING

Summer housing
now available in
office, Barge 101,
Jim Hollister,
Housing Services.

IN-THE-PLAZA
Garrard Prices Go Up May 1 ! ·
If you need a turntable, Now
Is The Time! SEE 'EM at

EREO~m~2-2830

contracts are
the housing
according to
director of

FIELD EXPERIENCE
Six positions will be available
to students beginning summer
quarter to work in the major
correctional institutions in
W~shington.

The field experience will be
for one quarter and worth 15
hours of credits allowed by
.several departments.
Contact your department
EIKtronics For Entertainment? 'STEREOCRAFT has it all chairman, watch the bulletin
boards, and see future issues of
the Crier for further
information.

SPECIAL!

APRIL

PIZZA PLACE

The ASC is sponsoring a free dance in the large SUB ballroom
tomorrow at 9 p.m. Everyone showing a validated ASC card will be
admitted.
"Superband," a 10-piece band, with a sound similar to Chicago
and Blood-Sweat-and Tears, will be playing.
"Superband" is composed of three horns, three woodwinds, either
an organ or piano, an electric bass guitar, a lead guitar, drums and
vocal.
. They were two different bands up until March, 1971, then merged
mto the group they are now.

learn to float the river
R i v e r w o r k s h o p s , w h e r e experienced people take
not-so-experienced people down the river on rafts to show them the
ropes, are scheduled for tomorrow morning.
Each raft will be manned by an experienced river floater and will
take on two or three passengers. Probably 10-15 people will be able
to take part in these workshops, according to Mike McLeod,
organizer of the workshops.
The main reason for these workshops tomorrow is prefisely to give
interested people a chance to get out onto the river, with
experienced supervision, and learn how to handle rafts, paddles and
the river itself.
Anyone interested in learning some of the do's and don'ts of river
floating from first-hand experience, is urged to call McLeod at
925-4889 or phone 963-3541 as soon as possible and make
reservations.
The cost is approximately 50 cents.

Contest vvinners chosen
Winners of the annual undergraduate library contest have been
announced and the winners are asked to go to the library office to
collect their prizes.
Jess Stevenson, Student Village apartments, took first place
honors with an essay and special book collection about · natural
history of biology. Stevenson will receive $85, a combination of cash
and book credit at Jerroll's Book Store, for his award.
Wayne Weatherl, 7061/z N. Sprague, took the second place and
Dennis Foust, Kennedy Hall, took third place honors. Both second
and third place winners receive $30 in cash or book credit at
Jerroll's.

Gaskell has been elected
Dr. William Gaskell, professor of education at Central, has heen
selected president-elect of the Washington State Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development.
He has served on the statewide organization's board of directors.
Composed of public school and college educators, the association
is concerned with public school class subject matter and curriculum
trends.
The new year president of the association is R. Robert Marum
superintendent of Intermediate School District 110, Seattle.

Yearbook discussed
Central's yearbook, the Hyakem will come out either in late May
or early June, according to co-editors Chris Riesenweber and Chang
Po Jay.
This year's Hyakem is 200 pages, 100 less than last year's. Also ,
there will be no color pictures or fancy cover. There will be,
however, more pictures of people than in previous issues so as to
convey the thoughts of the year and the events.
The main problem of the annual staff is that not enough peopl e
are buying the book this year. Out of 7000 students, at Central, onl y
1200 have ordered it.
The annual is on sale now at the Cashiers' office in Mitchell Hall
for $8.
'

(In the Plaza)
INTERNATIONAL JOBS - Europe, South America, Asia,
Australia, U.S.A. Openings in all fields - Social Sciences,
Business, Sciences, Egnineering, Education, etc. Alaska
construction and pipeline work. Earnings to $500 weekly.
Summer or permanent. Paid expenses, bonuses, travel.
Complete current information - only $3.00. Money back
guarantee. Apply early for best opportunities - write
now!!! International Employment, Box 721-C563, Peabody,
Massachusetts 01960 (Not an employment agency)

GALLONS TO GO
SL55B

$59.50

Ten Centers 5-6:30
Mon.-Sat.

ADC 250-XE

925-5446

POOL: % PRICE! !
SPECIAL PRICE

s75so!

Beat The Increase And SAVE!
BEST DEAL IN TOWN ON RECORDS,
TAPES-CHECK OUR RECORD CLUB!

effective Spring Quarter

1-7 pm Monday-Thursday
Tuesday and Wednesday

~

price all day.

% price for 2 persons. Each additional person 25c extra

RACK-N-CUE

1105 E. 10th

925-9785
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Wolfer said the members· of the board had
. :_.' O'Leary clarified .t hat · the
evaluated the material in the Crier abovt
·-work
see··
. ,, ...
_pro~osed. cut and could · n?~ see any,:-~/·~: problems they fac~ ~h~,l~/1!0~~>~~~-;~~'.J'~f;:~·
,./, . .-_
.
·.
.
.
.
...
1usbficatlon in sacrificing a fine p~ogram ~"> .,., h~~pen next year· . · · · . , ' ·
· ,, '\,..-f;-:;; ·. • Two new services, free lodging students will move to fac1ht1es as
(athletics) for any new programs. ·
.. ~;·-". ·:
We ha~ this thing thrown in our laps, he ~ ;- ·=and guest meals, are . now determined by College Housing.
·
· Previously there had been a
Dr. Don Wise mentioned that he had been .;,~·~~~/said, "and we're going to _ m~ke changes this ;, ~/~~~ available to students. _
contacted by two alumni both of whom ·'-;·'~~ ;;,~,.:year to insure ,~at· n~xt year s _ASC executive :~~~t~ ':k . According "''.to , Wendell · Hill; . $1.50 per night ·charge to stay
maintained that the cut would · ~ause .1 ~, .5~t:;t.~t,off!cers don'* ·have to · m8:1::::;,e.f)~~~~~1~~'~, Dilector'. .o f ~~iary 'Services,_.. _on campus between quarters .
. alumni to lose confidence in the sCbool.r '·; :\~1~~
~ re(- h~~ --jo,m°'e..n~w. ~. 1 .:: , ·"~i.f' ·"·
·~"Starting thlS ·_summer, students -~ Beg-Inning : this quarter
"They just didn't have the facts ' straight \~1y .. :'t'!In the:last..h!8firig;Jksald Dr ,~,Wise; ~-",we
who·'. ire under :contract for next / students living in residence halls
. about this committee's function,'~ · he ~d/~N~4heard ~m;-~ew-~ ~the~;. people'.. than <~ose in;
Fall wW_be provided overnight . 'may · h8ve two free meals for
"and they were completely una)Vare~ of:ith
~thl~~ct,~d th.er~ ~"!~ to be ~o atl)letlc
101lging in a residence ball that Is .. giiests: Dr. Hill said, "These
. budgets, long range or other wt8e~''i . ;'':.i:·~~';.;~ ..,... .,,.suppo~ <· ~~~~t·':t!f.~Q!-~I:-'~~l~~~':ffe.;~~~l;~ffl . . open~~ during : the:; time ~mme~ · meals ·would have to be in
. Dale Widner, J~int : Student Fees · ac.1.:~~1*~'~profe~~s. rt, v' '.!'~--·· f .·-~ :,~ ··~~- ,J. ' '"~~.~ .. l·.f~~' scho~l is in session." '"· '-.: ~ " ·. · · compliance With whatever meal
countant, mentioned two alternative,avenues.thi..:b'i\;.W_, Due to the time fact(>r ' involved with the.,;w:~~0~~~· Dr.· Hlll said,·"This ls for room ·; plan the student has.
that the committee might follow. -' -~.~:_f;.-;~~;~;·,,;h;~:;sudden cu£ in a,thl~~c ~unding, m~mbers .wer~-1~~il~;(~\'oruy--not bbard, and the lodging
"Starting next year students .
:;wtn IJ?O~~ly ~,,!or..o!1~ or _~o Will be able to have four free
Choices given · ,. · · -1· ··. :· ·:,"~~,$~~,.';~.asked .if .th~re _~as ~D_lA -~ Y, · at "the,ble>w
"We have two choices," said Widner, '"the,,._:t-t;""'t~~~d .' ~i;~9n!J
. .
. .
ghts:~'' •,t: ~· :··, ~'·:· 4 ·, .t _·· ,_.., · · · · meals for their guests, with up tofirst of which woul~ take a percentage cut _~;~;~,~fti~J,Jz· ~-,Th~:AS~"'caiil}:~i#dge .\;·.~.~• .~fin na on .
_("f:Also; s~lng nex~. ~an_,uarter, ·two in any one quarter," said
;students lh'lng in . college Dr. Hill.
from each of the programs in order to fund :;t~i:..,~:~travel fofi men'°t~athletics:J! ' HMrisori"8ald ;
the new one (thus elimiilatlng the dual cuts '€;;1,.!'}:j-~·"an
. d th. · t e·i~·:"".. ,..... ,ii..t;· · -d· f . th
- · · . hi!·.. · .· .. residence halls and single student
fr
' thl t'
d fin
t ) to take 'v·· ,~."- . a .. ~o.n .., can °~1 ut= ~ - 0~ .o~ ·:;;:.rr.:'~.:~apartinents may remain on
om men s 8 e ics an
e ar s or
, ··
nahonalP.competition · ·. repi:esentmg . •the/~·' ·'-:'
·
·
the two percent increase that each of the _{,~·~jrschoolJ.'f~;.;.:~t.ff" :~'f!i~~: ~:~I~"'-:'~.,.--:~:.~~~, ~:·:J~-- .,-:;: / J ·:~: · ~ ~mpus between. fall and wm~er,
areas was to have gotten and award it to .fr.: ~=~ '!h :, · ..,,...,, ? ·: ·~--f' ' .:·"""'~: 'Yh" · -:• - · ·
" • ·
·. winter and sprmg, and sprmg
Ethnic Studies."
--~~m1~.: .· The committee · by a 5-1 decision voted to . · ' and summ~r quarters without
Some Committee members felt thaf· the~~fa;,~'l~· accept the proposal; The roll call voting was .. · charge.
·
- · · · ._
',
interest in athletics had fallen off and that the-~/Jfar-~~~ as follows: · ~Harrison, yes; O'Leary, yes; · . · ' 0 cc u Pant~ of Barto, ·.
interest in other areas had incr~ased. -:~::'.;:~i Vicki Boye~, ·yes; Dr•. Don Wise, yes; Dr~ ...>.-'- Stephens-Whitney,. ~nd all .·:!
Therefore. they could not see s~g of:! ..ohl.;;;:;~.\:Ro_bert Miller~ ; ·ses; ( and ('Dr. -.- Edw!lr,li:~~~A-- apartments may remain m these ,. 25c
line
96S-l026
all of the areas.
·
. J :'~ ~:. ~- ..-d..:i~~,:-"~·. ·~ifc:' Harrington, . n~.. '1;i;_ -,~'"" · · .· · , t r.- '-··, .-.- '.·· "'·~-- ~ units~ between , :~quarters. ·: Other : '· · · · · -v ·
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Tackle & Suppr111. '

~

Fly Rods and Re-ls ~ Sp1n
ning Rods and Reels - Creels
and llaskeh-llait• and I.Urea
- Hooks, Lin• and leaders
- ' Servus Hip
loots (for
men and women) ·
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A Must for

SNAKE llTE KITS

~· ' SPINNING LURU

Mitchell "400"' Splnnlntl Reel ' .. : ~ ·'22"

';.

SALMON IAl_T EGGS ••• . •• ~ ~-. . . to ip

.

-"~~'~'

....PAUTZKE
--....-----------... ..
TOTEM BAIT -EGGS · 39•
. Orig. $1.SP-SPE~IAL

(Limit 3 jars per cuitomer wtlh

$1.00 or more)

'·

any purchase 'of

,..........

--~·.

-TELESCOPIC SPIN ROD ;
16" to

6~'

~s· ~~f~

••11· $12.95'

.~--;

~:~~ -~;

·.t-,. d~-:~.'."

SPINNING LURES,·....:· }
SPEC14~ 19• · ~~d 29• ':;J:~ :·..~_
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quali~: h~t~d~~(~i'::;~;t~~~if~:t·b~:.'~:~~~~~~~;,~1 {~;fx~:::~:;"~;;5,;-.;~~~2~~1~ ~erson

The
of
•
It offers less nutritional value and has more water added ·now than··.• . J\~l _t'~J~r~~.. ·~(~;.1J~··;;· i:r.f-·Y~ ·.:,'..·' 1 · · • >. ~ '-contributing writer
its predecessor did 35 years ago during the depression.~~ ~~· · ·f' ·"- ;n- · ·. <>"· · :; ~~:~_-··, '/ ·< • .,· ,,. ' · · 'L/',. i ,... · ··\!' · '
.,
'
According to reports of the U.S .. Departm~nt ·,of Agriculture in :· ._,.~.t:',.~·'lf;;~~:I!.:l~J.l.' ''.:J:n..<i- Curtis ' LeMay, ' iounging around his retired _general's quarters
1937 the hot dog averaged 19 percent fat and 19.6 percent1protein. · ., t~;;.•;·</}~J.i..;f!.!: ;:'.~~ Somewhere,- is probably hugging himself' with ,the delight of a .
· · ·
·
·
.
.
In 1972 the USDA reports the percentag~;-are averagi~~ abouf~.8 : · : ~-$<~-~~\f~~~f~::~ -. ..~, prophet who's time h~ come.
percent fat and about 11. 7 percent protein. .: .r -'41:;~!"··~' ···Jo· '·~~!-'·j·i~~:r.. ,.·.• , /:;:;_,~\~v;~~.~~!!>'?<~~ ~:~ 'Smiling) nto a glass of Post Exchange gin, he mufters " ... the
The USDA now permits the addition of 10 percent ~wat~r. ~Many , ··;·~-;·""U'"..-'·'2.'.:.:-.::.~: <( stonfage,l the .stone age, right back to .the stone age ... " for what
manufacturers ,are ·exceeding ~bat level.rw:hildhe, g~y~~en~\ets.:th_e ~~;-h.:,;;~ftt~~~p ~\~;be'!:and'·.Wallace 'advQcated in the '68 ~mpaign, Richard Nixon has
:~~
l;Jt~itl~rrie~ted tfo ~ 19'l2, "an·' intensification 'of. -the air ' war . and the
reins run free. · :<..: ,;·,: , r· '. .•1 : ·;,./ ~fi7~~r~~~6··~[~ft~t:·"·w:::1~:~J;.,
In the thirties;' meat•men ~\: lacked the productiori';advance~el)tS 1of· .
bOtttblng·. prHanofand·Haiphong with B-52s~· ' ·1 '" ''
today giving the baseball game hot dog.twice-the riutritionatvalue, of ~/
.. ~ 'Use~lyour'i ifuagtnation·· ror -, moment. Pretend that you live i'
the frankfurter purchased in meat markets now~~·0~"; 'rif'~toodtl? '. ::;fL£
f ~-~North ~ Viet .Nam.·.-Y
·going home from work or school in th
Most processors find 'selling· more 1 fat;~ watef1 and~·othetamers at :-~ »;:L
~. ~iat(r:aftebldon :and the'sun shines through a layer of scattered clouds.
meat prices diffic;:ult~_ to resist,. making ..the hot tdog ;.a garbagel ~Qg o(/~ ~r;.
~.
·Th~f:slo~(inoaning : Waif bf' the air-raid siren makes you stop in
i,,<tycntf 'ffitcUSyou:f:i1ead"snaps up, and your eyes scans the sky. Other
meat scraps. . . ·., >'- K ·.; 1,·.,;;.;"1:1-..nr··~ '1# ·~J1~i:a,'-''.~~4ll~·~·~:'~,.;~·
Much of the meat jammed i~to hot dog ~ the ·beef b&ttle,1'ieatithat)?i'
:,~~f people looJil'.up':'. and · then ·Sc&tter like chickens in a hail storm, into
..'/; bo)llb ~helters• · ~cellar$,, and doorways. " ·· · ' ·
·· ·
·
cannot be sold undisguised~ ·. Seeminglyt considerate jofttbe~,industry,\:.:~
federal law allows the ·inclusion of.. esopbagi~ iips,{ snbu~t~~~~pd_::±:r,.,,
~. ·'~YdU}~if hear) nuted,'. rbythmic thuds as the anti-aircraft guns open
other edible offal, in addition to skeleial'tnuscle':tissue-~1~tf-~. .~~":~.;J;1
~ . . . ~p:~?d-~u~~~r;~Y•·~ ~m'.the sea, co~es the dull ho~low soundi?g
" In,,196! a Congresslon~I heai:ing prod~ced evi~~n~e ·~f /the'"use·or ::"'t~~~Jj~:.-~:P.if~ :~1;.roar<bt~~the.Jead ele~~nts:.· the · flights ·of' Pha~tom _Jets that will
4D arumals (dead, .dymg, diseased, disabled) m processed . meat ·:-~·"'.;:<-:·"..,..·.:.\:.: ...... ,:,,,,.~ppressthe · rntsslle , sitesandgunbatteries.
·.'
products. The' slums .seem . ~o .~ receive~ 8: · dispropor~iopa~e,.~hat~ of ,.-..-:·, _. . ·~ ·.-:•. -: ~:;.~. ... :·,;;,~ ~:··The Phanto~ come low and fast and life becomes a maelstrom of ,
these items. · . · · . , : ·. ~~ ,_ :;:: - · ·' ·' ,l · ;~,,•. ,-·~.·:i.c::", ':"i.*'t· ~F·•·~ ~;..-'.':'; -·~"'! ·: ." ... : '"·)':. ,,:~~:,-"1;\~~-t1't <>J'.swirlingi-' noise:<·the -- whunk-whunk of the 250-pound bombs; the
In a · recent issue ·of'/ Consumer Report~ ' magazine~" tests of · ··,; :::~-;_;,rr/~~!.'~f-1'·· ;~;·. grating, ·elongated belch of electric 20mm cannnon; the crushing
frankfurters found 4Q·· per. cent of widely-available brands 'to contain ·i ..:.~J f; _~"·'·,,,~-:.:: M ·.~'· ·Sound as the jets make·their strafing runs~ Bits of exploded shells fall
- ". i' '. .
• .
bacteria-counts exceeding :'10 .lnillion per griun, with one·taching 140 . ·.'·:'::: ..;;·.<·7.":« :·> :;}f'·.·to earth in ·a jagged metal rain.
million per gram.
. ...
'· · 1·' ~.:• "' . f '" . ; ·:., ~~·-=· ,.
· . . ·.,. ,._ _ : "~ .-. It's bad, it's frightening as fear churns your stomach into acidic
. . copper-tasting bile, but it is still believable, conceivable. y OU can see
Consumers have petitioned the Nixon administration to ban the
inclusion of such meats and the use of cosmetics in·the: processing of-- ... :r:.: ..-.,,.,... _;," ·:t_,;;.,:_.,; ,_;.,•. the · enemy: , the flashing, green-mottled jets that race across the ·
meats.
·
· .,: ...
·
·.'. roofs, ·but "'behind . them, above the scattering . of · clouds, above
· The President is not prepareci'to act on 'any plea for action until > · ~ ..!~t~ ~: .· f .: . '.·' twenty-five thousand f~t, ~there are -v~ of giants.·. .. . ·.· .. . . .
,_ .. · .:,·;:· Like . ele.plumts, ·'· they .~onie, ·!;lowly·_ . an~ · ponderously, ·when
after the election. Many states, including Washington, lack · any .. ·.''. ·· - ·.: ·.
controls at all on the pr~cessing o~ cooked sausage and. gr~~d.tnea~ , ,h\i;"..,ji';~;'. :.~ ·~ ·.:. · .:;::_ compared. :~.~-th~ dignified . Phanto~. Even without the t~rror and
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Economic :~1 free · om·:. .~.:·,,;.-· . . .;·. · .·' ~~::;,~~'.;:-
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.

·~ .slip-stream/ "·l; tl \ .f;.i~;1f~>·.~~;,-,:~.~~;;.~;;";/~; ~ /"":_:: ,~;::~·,::.~. · .:'·: . . ·:. ·.
.
A : trigger is squeezed~ ; ··switch. ls ' flipped, a button'. pushed, and
rc¢achaircraft defecates.its 30 tdns ,of:high-explo-sives.-· . . .: .

a

;J~~~j~ ~~

The case for economlc 'freed6m · does ·not'. rest 01i' itS ':pratiuctive;
achievements alone_:_ more specificallti~ buildings~ itS l;to~,: lts.'~t'i•~
automobiles, its· bathtubs, its. me.diclnes, its tel~vision sets~- its sirloin~~;!~'"':· :.,. ·:
steaks, or its golden watches. -. -. · .. '
··
·
·
·· ·
·
·
There is little, if any, evMence. that man's search for fulfillment is . ·.; .,: · .
in any significan~ way . , f~h!~. ~~y:.-:~~~i~nip~lsJuD~\)~:~~~,,~
should not be scomedf:nor"sJiolild;ttreY~~?Wolshiped, however, for. ~:,,, __
"'"""
those who do worship them, there is little evidence:~that}hey,find~~;.~·J~.....
?f~t'..
ultimate peace and justification in them as idols:;)"'·~·"' -~·J:' ·~,:f·~'"'·"' <:'~"""·)71-'~~~(;,
~r
The case for economic 'freedom i'eSts; rather, on'the-;protection if~·f'.~~f'.'l ···\.. ;:}_,.~}
gives the integrity of. the t1_indivi~uat'i- The free marhtplllc~ ' is :;~~'.:::~:;;~·'/'.~>:~,,~~(;'.
consistent with man's b8:5ic.· natu~~<.?n, the, b~i~ - ~o~~~of;;}_ts ·l\;~jf"~~1*(~.,~. ·
1 ·.~~!ilf,_1··;;.,
system of rewards and pumshlnents.~t.;,.··~. < • .. ·..
..
~·
The free market may not be' the answer to gaining a perfec(~orld
but it can create an environment in which .. man may, cond~~t..;_hi
lifelong search for purpose in ~his own ·way.: in which ·each·"day' he
may order his life .according to·:.bis·q_own vision of bis '. destiny,, 1i
suffering both the agonJ~tOf his errors and the sweet pleas\lre-0.f-his\;j:
successes. ·
-~ '··., · · ,. :,.-;,,~.v,:,frrif'; ;';"'~~"if;*"; .~~.~,,,.-.;· ·. , . · · ·Jr\lff':S~-i:'~'~:"!:'.i:.
Dr. Benjamin 'Rogge' once said:7·••1t1is:·the~·economic expression - of:~: ~: ·, ~'~-~..(~~:
man's freedom itself and~ ~.h.e .' gu~Jt~~~~!·~~~o~her: freedom.S~'~·:~~f}A :l ~, .. :~~~(~=·
0

pummeledt and holed in an instant~ Trees are blown away in the
i.:~~~~
of a spast•c eye, and the jungle is ripped open for a mile. .
1
,~· Later, after the monsoons have arrived, patrols of infantry will
· pass, and each man wili shutter for an instant, viewing the
~~.·."destruction, visualizi~g,;the moll)ent~:.:~,<i·\1·l.~ ·~~~ ~ f~. ·: ~ · .•. · ',' · 1
. Arid so th~~giantf ~ .over~-Hanof and Haiphong~ a shadow across
·f~·:the face of "t_he sun. The .· explosions caused by the fist of God,
~:~1 ·: striking again· and again and again,.- smashing and ~utilating the earth
!;'ti, leaving craters the size·of a two-bedroom house.
.~,,. There is nothing but the shock, the hot, rushihg wind that sucks
·\\.,up bea~ like splinters, the pounding of concrete walls into pumice,_
· ~d reality bOO,omes.a dinner plate sized hunk of hot steel.
·: I suppose you coul~ make a case fQr the democracy of a B-52 raid.
-.;, ~ e thousan4 pounders; are impartial and blind; .office, ~uildings are
?."·~the same as '; ammo. dumps,'" housewives , identic~ ·to anti-aircraft
~~'li gunners · ·
"1:t '
:-·_,y~' -:~-. ""'· · ,·~·' · ·~ ,- ·,
'
·
~~~;. This the\~1 democracy that we show them. This is the secret
i~- plan to end "the war. This is protecting ' the remaining American
,,~ troops that are scattered below the DMZ. This is the genocidal guilt
~ti.'l~to which we all share. 'This Is·the United States of America in the
;;:'~Year of Our Lord, 1972~ :.. ·
~
~-_Iii; Use your imagination, and feel the shock ·waves. Remember,
:;~:-~_- remember, hr~g~ne.
•
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A laboratory newpaper .ot~he .~t~tial :~ pt~~t~·\,:h~_~tnl'doe~
department of journalism of;; n 6 t ) 'ne c ~:s s ~ r 1.1 y;:;;~ ;~mp 1~'·
Central Washington 'State' endorsement_b, thISnewspaper~
College publish~d Tuesdays and Mail Subscription price, $1 per
Fridays during the academic quarter or $3 per year, payable
year except during examination · to the CAMPUS CRIER, CWSC,
weeks and holidays. Views Ellensburg, Washington, 98926 •.~
expressed are those of the Entered as second class matter at
students, staff and editors, not the U.S. Post Office, Ellensburg,
necessarily CWSC. Advertising Washingt~n, 9892~. . · ~ . · ·
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Last Friday's questionnaire on how students want their money
spent to keep the Health Cent.e r alive, brought just a tremendous
.,
response.
· Steve Harrison, ASC president, informed us that a total of one
person turnedin the questionnaire.
·
·.. .. . ....
, . . ~ .This .could lead ·us to beiieve one of any three possibilities:
>·;:.:- ~; .. ;•.,~;- ·;. . z;. ~ .., (1) No ope .reads the Crier , and didn't know about the
>· :,:.: :. . J::-·~ ':· ·' :~~ questionnaji'e· ,._ ·· . .
"
··
·
·
-~\ :~,_~ /:; :;~~7' ; (2) Some r~d the Crier, but missed the .questionnaire; · ·
·~·;\:A.:. ~ l ;::\,:':{ ""'{3) The students just don't give a damn whether their tuition is
.- ,.- · -~ ·:./ ; '-<.'.· ···raised an extra buck or if the .health center starts charging for visits
· ·· · ·
·
h t
·
·
·· ·
·
' ·
·
·· :· ~ :' ·· - ".. ·"1_ j~~e~~'i' bring o~~ives to ' believe that the first alternative
. ··, ·.-:_
could possibly be true. We are the number one college newspaper in
-~. ·:\, :", ..'J.'. :,;•. < ......r.• the .s tate (as of'. the recent awards last Saturday),-and we'd like to
.: _,..·.,:·',..:;>~~: .• ~·-..-....believe tbat when we walk 'through the SUB and see all sorts of

.<;,,

< · ;~iJ.~~~ 4~>>:/· r <
-~i- · -~. ·:;,:\_.;~:.~r.. :£<·~

:e

:,

g:;:-d~=~;:-~1~;;'.;i; '.~,};

~

:;,'~'.: ~~J~,zi·. =~t =~:.:e~b!':~d; .that they are doing more with it than

~·

!"'l'r:,;\'tJ-

..:r-tr,"," ~"?,;·"

Debbie BertQ,.:;, Candt•.-~ Bonham
. , 1Chris "BousheY,~ :.~kdl~ B.rad. ne~,·"·
Y7 .
·Paddy Cottrell;· Kathy Degner; Scott Dorr, Mark Grozhans~ . Nlck; \
Gardner, David . Hartington, . Bill lning, · Teresa .: ~d~, Wa~da. ..
Miller, Glenna Moulthrt>p, Gary Myers, Bob Nelson, Pblll Proteau,'
John Sheeley, Phil Smithson, Karla Stakston"' · Karen SytJ:outa,: ·
Mike Mccomas and Tom yterllng.

" ·'

·

•

·

:;.

..

. Rich Toy~r . :.:ef; ,' 1 /~··.J:j':,
I'

G.reat response

. . ..

Editor
. ., . " ~: ' .
: Pete Delaunay. -,~· -11 .r,~'·"~i '-.
ldanaging ~ditor
. Elliott Grieve . , ~-~":·~~ :.. · ·
News Editor ' · ·
-Sandi Dolbee - ,· "' ·-· .. ···
Feature Editor ·
. Dave Larson · ·.
· Glenna Moulthrpp ·
Copy Editor : · · Sports Editor <~-·,: , ..: ,/ . /;
•··Roger Underwoo4 ..
Photo Editor '.-•-."": ~\"< F\1:::-. .' · J, ·. Gary Stewart ·: . ··
Business Manager.·,,::- :.':,,'.,

.

.

~'i·;~: · ·"-{P·'., ·~\ .-\t~·.: The second '. possibility ,could be true, but it really isn't too likely.
:~·"'.~.t}j. (.·~. t,,.~: ~-,t .we <feel that more than one.· pe1$0n should have skimmed over it,
·!:'
i ii{ - ,
•
,t,t,};:>J:t~;·~:r;;;;-;;~<(. especially- when.~the; headline told the reader immediately that .it was
'"r"''.-~'·'Y· _,_.;,,. ... .,,, 1 questionnaire . .
...
- _
. : ·.
·
;'t:'.~~~·<,:,.~~: ~:·:. ·-_ ~- , Therefore, after all this .ded~ctiv~ reasoning," we really must go
~ •. '.. ·
.· with the third possibility.
·.
.. ,: ·· · .,, .;:.. ., :·. . . . That is what you get, Steve,' for trying to go to th~ "people" for
'":'."'• .,,:~~"':·" ~ .?".~ :..". an answer."· " '••x ·..,., : ,-..;·.·>· '. ~ .. ...
.,
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Leffers to Crier

Grieve article rapped;
statement 'out of line'
To the editor:
In last Friday's Crier Elliott
Grieve, Managing Editor, made
several statements that were
severely out of line.
First of all, Elliott Grieve is
not qualified to determine my
qualifications as a Joint Student
Fee's Committee member. He
wQuld be just as successful at
determining Adrian Beamer's
qualifications for athletic
director. If Elliott is so upset
about the responsibility that has
been given to me, then I advise
him to take it up with the state
legislature during the next
session, if his interest can be
held that long.
The statement: "If the Fees
Committee decides to cut
athletics $7500 it will· mark the
· second time in the·1ast two years
that athletics have been cut," is
nothing but crap. The long range
percentage for 1970-71 and
1971-72 were identical-53 per
cent. The loss of funds was due

to a decrease in enrollment, not
a budget cut like Elliott would
have students believe.
Elliott also has a knack for
over-dramatics: "The athletic
department requested $86,000
for the 1972-73 year. If the
Joint Student Fees Committee
votes to cut athletics $7 ,500
from last years budget, in
. essence, it is really cutting the
program $24,255 from the
department's original request." I
think it is highly presumptuous
of Elliott or anyone in the
athletic department, to think
they will receive their requested
budget.
. I hope that Elliott's job as
public information officer for
the athletic department has not
biased his viewpoint as a
·reporter.
Sincerely, .
Dan O'Leary
ASC Executive
Vice President

Alumni association endorses athletics
To the editor:
The Board of Directors of the
CWSC Alumni Association met
last
Saturday
on campus,
during which they expressed
concern over the reduction in
financial support for the
intercollegiate athletic program.
The Alumni Board passed a
motion endorsing that program
and requested that priority
consideration be given to
maintenance of student fee
support at the present level.
It was the opinion of the
Alumni Board that CentraJ could
ill-afford to ' lose , any of its
intercollegiate athletic programs
and that a reduction in student
support for that program would
further erode the quality of
intercollegiate athletics at a time
when the college needs the
public interest generated by that
program.
The points noted by the
Association Board were as
follows:
i. The intercollegiate
athletic program of

I

Central champions suffer budget cut
To the editor:
· I believe _Ethnics Studies
Puzzled, unbelieving and angry · deserves a funding share but is
are just some of the feelings $3,500 an equitable a!!_d ·fair
share for the nuniber of
share~ by both students and
faculty members here at Central. minority students here at
President-elect Steve Harrison Central.
To my amazement I also
and our ASC legislature thought
it their duty as representatives of discovered the Recreation
their fellow students to cut the Department, which doesn't
athletic budget. In doing so they include men's or women's
will eliminate our former intramural activities, is receiving
national championship wrestling $4,000 more, for a total budget
team of 1971 and fourth ranked of over 31,000 yearly!
in 1972, our third nationally
The irony of the situation is
ranked swimming team of 1972, that Central's athletic program is
our conference championship already operating at budget costs
gymnastics team and the considerably below other
defending conference champs of Evergreen Conference schools
1971 in cross-country.
and yet still is the perennial
Now look at what we are powei; year after year. For their
receiving in return for dropping stringent spending habits ·the
the above mentioned nation program is being rewarded by
caliber teams. Of the $7 ,500 the elimination of five
redirected funds from . our conference sports.
athletic department we in return
I really don't believe that
receive $3,500 for Ethnic Steve Harrison and his legislature
Studies with the remaining re-pre.sent the majority of
$4,000 going to the Recreation students here at Central and
Department.
.they have begun a new

CWSC Depart of .
SPEECH and DRAMA
- presents LYSIS·T RATA

non-representative
administration of opinionated
planning, backed up by ignorant
reasoning.
Sincerely yours,
CWSC Student
Tom Sewell

Pop 'em Over
Jeans - Skirts .or Shorts

McConnell Auditorium 8:30 PM

CWSC Students--Free With
ASC Card

3.Central Jbenefits
through .p ublic
support for and
interest in t'bis
program.
4. The intercollegiate
athletic program is ·
operated at an
expense to the
institution which rates
second lowest in the
Evergreen Conference.
5. Further reduction in
the financial support
of that program could
mean the loss of some
"minor" · intercollegiate sports.

Before we tamper with our
traditions and the sources of
institutional strength and
support, let's consider the
effects of doing so and test the
relative merits of those creations
we would seek to supplant our
tried and successful endeavors.

Frederic F. Wolfer, Jr.
Director, Alumni/Development·
It should be noted that Office
athletics has enjoyed the strong
interest and support of our
alumni and the community for
many years. However, it is not
appropriate to ask our alumni
and community to pay for a
program which the college itself
. 2nd & Main - 925-2055
must support.

We Repair vws·

ftlPALO'S

by ZADO

Favorite Colors

ADMISSION: Students 75c
Aduhs $1.50

2. The intercollegiate
athletic · program
provides for the health
and well being of ,
Central's students.

Our com.munity and alumni
have given generously to
academic scholarships for
athletes over the years and those
gifts have provided tuition and
fees for many of your fellow
students.
The Alumni Association
respects the wishes and
commitment of the ASC in
supporting the many valuable
programs for which the ASC has
expressed concern. It would be
unfortunate, however, if the
ASC withdrew a substantial
measure of their support from a
program which has so ably
served the college and which
inspires such a significant
amount of favorable public
interest for Central.

GO CASUAL TOPS

(A Greek Comedy About War & Peace)

April 20, 21, 22, 27, 28 & 29, 1972

Central Washington
S t a t e ·college
represents the
institution and its
traditions.

5.00 each
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~oun::~::=.i:: Students clean up for People's Park
by Mark Groszhans

staff writer

1200 Sedan

T.E.E_.B.E.E.!
T.E.E. H.E.E. stand for
Technical Engineering
Excellence. And Highly
Extravagant Extras.
Standard equipment like:
• Safety front' disc brakes
• A high-cam engine
• Whitewalls
• Front buckets
See your Datsun dealer,
the Small Car Expert.
Drive a Datsun ... then
decide.

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

TURNER DATSUN
CH 8-3638 2006 So. 1st St.
YAKIMA, WASH. 98903

Students interested in a
People's Park at Central should
meet today at 1 p.m. on the
clearing behind Black Hall for a
clean-up of the area.
"Hopefully,'~ Dave
Larson,
People's Park chairman said,
"this will enthuse students to get
out and use_their land."
Shovels and rakes, donated by
the physical plant, will be
distributed to students for
cleaning up the trash and brush.
After the clean-up, · Larson
said, there may be a planting of
shrubs bought with the $50
donated by SAVE.
Students' place
"We want this park to be,"
Larson said, "a place where
students can go and be out with
nature."
It also could be an area for
dorm picnics or just a place to
stroll in the evenings, Larson
said. There also will be a
playfield in the park that will be
big enough for playing catch and
great for frisbees.

This park should be · just a
beautiful place to be, Larson
said, .but student participation is
necessary.
"The building of foot paths
and upkeep of the area will be
up to students," Larson said.
Last year, during the all
campus clean-up, the idea of the
People's .Park came int~
existence.
·
Larson, then ASC
administrative vice-president,
asked Stan Bohne, vice president
of business affairs, if the area
behind Black Hall , could be
turned over to students.
Boehne contacted the
administration and the area was
given to the students.
During fall quarter the
construction firm had machines
parked in the area and the
winter snows curtailed building
plans until this spring.
Extra money
_
In addition to the $50 from
SA VE, Dwayne Berkins, ASC
administrative vice president,
will set aside up to $600.. from
his budget specifically for the
park, Larson said.

PAPERBACKS TO
Pervert to Convert!

a milestone in
the literature of
enioymentORGY THERAPY

DELIGHT ISM

by Dr. Pflaums
ONLY

How to live in
the new

by W. Kaysing

AME:RICI\
,

'

Store Hours:
--/!''.I

8:00-4:30

ll"/1,
I
, _________
:.

I

/11 1

OPEN MON.-FRI.

/,

963-131.1

Larson said that donations
were sought from shrub firms
a~,d the Olympia brewery, in conjunction with their ecology
program. The brewery advised
Larson to contact their local
distributors.
·
Larson said that a sprinkler
system, fenci~g between the
tracks and gravel · for paths are
needed. The fencing and water
for irrigation may be provided
by the college, Larson said.
The name People's Park has a
very interesting background.
Students at Berkeley took over an

area that the college wasn't ~sing
and turned it into a park, Larson
said.
After viewing what _the
students had done, the college
decided to take the land back.
The National Guard was sent in·
when students rebelled against
the action taken by the college.
Berkeley-'s People's Park is
now a 270 by 465-foot lot of
level g ras-s and asphalt
surrounded by an 8-foot steel
mesh fence and protected by a
24-hour shift of security guards.

Journalism .seminar

set for next Thursday
Next Thursday,. the Political
Science Association will be
sponsoring a journalism-political
science symposium on campus.
"Politics and Journalism," will
be the theme of this all day
event, according to Ron
-Dotz~uer,
head of the
symposium.
The purpose of this
symposium is really two-fold, he
said, in that the people involved
in it would like to see more
information on job
opportunities come out of it,along with insights as to how
each of the guest participants
view their roles in journalism
and political science.
The agenda is made up of two
panels, one in the morning and
one in the afternoon. The
morning panel will feature such
guests as Bill Johnson, from the
University of Washington .school
of communications; a State
Supreme Court Justice; and Rod
Chandler, KOMO news in
Seattle.
The second panel will be kept
alive by such talents as Hu
Blonk, managing editor of the
Wenatchee Daily World; Fred
Dore, D-Seattle, state senator
and candidate for attorney
· general; Richal'.d Larsen, ·Seattle
Times political reporter; and
Neil McReynolds, press secretary
for Gov. Dan Evans.
Dotzauer said that he hopes
the main body of both panels
will be student involvement,
with questions, answers and
discussions.
"We are looking for a lot of

participation," he said . . "All
these people are . relatively
important people in their fields
and their insights should be very
interesting."
The morning pa!!el is slated to
begin at 9: 30 a.m. and last until
noon, with the afternoon panel
taking over at 1 p.m. and
continuing until 4 p.m. The
scene for both panels will be the
SUB small ballroom.
Bill Chamberlin, director of
journalism at Central)s scheduled
to be the wrap-up speaker for
the day's events.

Center helps
students
Pre-registration time · is rolling
around again, and the place to
go if you are having problems is
the Academic Advisory Center
in the SUB.
_The center · was started in
January to advise pre-major
students and others who want
answers to academic problems
they have.
It is staffed by student and
faculty advisors. The students go
through a training program and
are paid by the ASC. Faculty
advisors are volunteers.
Don Schliesman, Dean of ·
Undergraduate Studies, directs
the center.
During pre-registration,
academic advice will be available
in the evenings Monday through
Friday, besides the regular
hours, from 8-5 p.m.
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Mexica·n ·program growing
An approximate 400
Washington college students a
year are abandoning their
Northwest campuses to spend at
least one academic quarter
studying in sunny Mexico unper
a program which seems destined
to grow in interest and
importance.
The Study in Mexico project is
operated by the Northwest
Council of Colleges and directed
by Dr. Clair Lillard, head of
Central Washing.ton State
College's International Programs.
Designed to broaden students'
educational experiences by life
in a foreign country, the
program has included the
presentation of fully accredited
courses in such fields as history,
drama, sociology, anthropology
and art.

Formal · instruction in the
Spanish language obviously is
augmented at the Mexican
campus by association with
Mexican citizens.
Headquartered in Guadalajara,
the second . largest city in
Mexico, the south-of-the-border
program has been expanded
greatly since its inception in
1968 in the smaller Mexican city
of Puebla.
Dr. Lillard and other
Northwest college officials view
the project as one filling
contemp_prary students' needs
for foreign travel, field
experience ana practical
education.
The program has an important
and additional feature of being
relatively inexpensive for
individual students. Tuition and

fees for students are $185 per
quarter plus transportation and
incidentals.
Highlights of a quarter's stay
in Mexico for students are
opportunities for extensive
travel within the Mexican
nation, development of lasting
friendships with Mexicans and
acquisition of academic skills
from an international faculty.
According to Dr. Edward
Harrington, CWSC vice
president, who visited the
Mexican facility last winter:
"The staff, both from Mexico
and Washington, is impressive.
We are offering superior
instruction in a near perfect
setting for this type of study."
Although there are no
prerequisites for Spanish

language study, students while in
Mexico are required to take a
five-unit course in Spanish,
unless exempted by the foreign
language department of their
college.
Spanish language skills learned
in Mexico may be sharpened
by living with Mexican families,
one of several housing options
provided.
One of the favorite courses for
students during past sessions in
Mexico has been the field Study
in Art class which involves tours
to many Mexican cities. Last
winter's course included a
16-day trip through the Yucatan
Peninsula with stops at famous
Mayan and Zapotec ruins.

F acuity

members for the
year in Guadalajara
include three persons from
Central Washington State
College and three men from
Eastern Washington State
College, plus a number from the
University of Guadalajara, a
Mexican institution which assists
in the Northwest college
program.
1972~73

The CWSC faculty members in
Me:Xico this coming year will be
Enrique Carlos Martin and Drs.
John Ressler and Charles
Hawkins.
Eastern Washington State
College's Drs. Keith Midgley,
Jeremy Anderson and Richard
Miller will be on the Guadalajara
staff.

Profs tell of foreign study
American students studying in
Mexico for a quarter "may just
end up covering a lot of miles" if
they don't take time to reflect
while there.
So says Dr. Chester Keller,
chairman of the Department of
Philosophy at Central.
Last spring quarter, he
directed the Mexican study
program which then was located
in Puebla, 60 miles south of
Mexico City.
He suggests that students
studying in Mexico should
follow a constant rhythm of
"activity, reflection-activity,
reflection."
There's a lot of romance about
a new country and one can lose
it in the end if he doesn't take
time to assimilate his
experiences while there, said Dr.
Keller.
Ideally, he said, it would be
best if students could spend two
or three quarters in Mexico
instead of one.
"One advantage, from· my
point of view, is you can get into
a truly foreign culture, more so
than the European cultures, and
it's easily accessable-just next
door," said Dr. Keller.
He, his wife and three children
all enjoyed traveling to the
archeological sites and to Mexico
City which Dr. Keller described
as "one of the greatest cities of
the world."
The Central professor also
enjoyed becoming acquainted
with Puebla, expecially the
c u I t u r e o f the city and its
surrounding countryside which
is a "fantastic mixture of the
modern and the primitive."

persons as well as teachers."
This situation, he said, often
doesn't exist in classrooms here

where a professor may have 60
or more students enrolled in one
course.

While there, Allison and the
other three professors from
Western and Eastern Washington

State Colleges were responsible
for about 15 students each.
The Mexican study program,
he said, "provides students with
a chance to learn on their own ·
~nd to draw on faculty members
as resources."
.
Allison mentioned that one
student used his background in
business to study the problems
Mexicans have in exporting
artifacts and compiled a
catalogue of artifacts that could
be exported.
This same student, Allison
said, thinks he has a job with a
pharmaceutical company in
Mexico.
Another student, . who also
s p e n t a q u a r t e r there,
"capitalized on his Mexican
experience" and was able to get
a job as a consultant for a cattle
feeding operation in El Salvador
last summer.
Ailison believes that students
who have lived in and studied a
foreign culture may find
numerous job opportunities with
American firms that deal with
Latin American businesses.

Night scene at Guadalajara campu.s

'Partners' aid Latins

Educational programs in
Through this program, 39
Each year, rural residents in
Ecuador may learn more about states and the District of Ecuador also are of concern to
Washington state from Columbia have formed the state organization.
volunteers who assist with health "partnerships" with Latin , It supplies professional
and educational programs in the American countries to carry out expertise in the fields of fisheries
Both Dr. Keller and Thaine
self-help projects.
and marine sciences to the
Allison Jr., who taught in Puebla Latin American country.
Washington and Ecuador have Politcenica University in
In
fact,
some
Ecuadorians
may
winter quarter of last year, agree
Guay a q u ii and is assisting
have heard about Ellensburg been partners since 1967.
that one obvious advantage the
Ecuadorian schools in
because several pre~med students
Since
then,
the
state
Mexican study program offers is
from Central Washington State . organization, which consists of developing badly-needed
the opportunity for students to
College assisted public health citizen committees, has voca~ional education pro~ams.
see things they normally would
agencies in Guayaquil · with an established a summer exchange
just read about in textbooks.
immunization program last program for high school students
Allison, who teaches summer.
and conducted a book drive
This is just one project which netted 485 boxes of
economics and business
administration at Central, also sponsored by the Washington books for one university library
believes that the program offers State Partners of the Americas in Ecuador.
a ehance for students to study a program, a volun .t eer
At present, a second book
culture that is foreign to them organization committed to drive is being conducted.
Work of the International
developing
a
closer
relationship
Programs of Central Washington
and to work fairly independently,
Washington Partners also State College has received
yet reasonably close to faculty between Latin America and the
provides donated hospital support from private- industry
United States.
members.
Central 's Department . of equipment and medical supplies
While teaching in Puebla, International Programs serves as to a small dispensary being here and abroaq, Dr. . Clair
Lillard, director, reported.
Allison expecially enjoyed headquarters of the state
established in one of the poorer
That support has been both in
getting to know students organization. Dr. Clair Lillard, a sections of Guayaquil and to a
the form of financial aid and
personally.
CWSC faculty member, is small hospital in Azuques which advice and/or job opportunities
"It's important for students to director and Chris Stevenson serves a rural population of for students.
140,000.
Dr. Lillard said that students
know faculty, members as Richland, associate director.

He would advise students who
will be studying -in Mexico "to
be somewhat neutral about the
other country's values." .
While many students here are
flaunting middle class values by
letting their hair gr.ow and
wearing dirty clothes, Mexican
families save and beg to send
their children to the universities
so that they eventually will be
able to afford nice clothes.
Allison would like to teach in
the Mexican study program
again because he enjoyed the
students who also went there to
study.
They aren't the typical
degree-seeking students, he said,
"they're more interested in the
world around them."

International study
gets business support
involved in Mexican or Latin
American study programs have
been able to locate jobs with
American firms or to make
career contacts. Their study
abroad has more fully prepared
the~
for later overseas
occupations.
Contributions to the
International Programs may be
made tax-free, Dr. Lillard said.

"'
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ADDED ATTRACTION - CWSC students in
a pottery class look out their studio window to
view a Mexican mariachi musical group
posing for publicity photographs. A variety of
Mexican
architecture
abounds
in
Guadalajara.

STUDY IN THE SUN - CWSC students pause
ori the reconstructed steps of the main
pyramid of a deteriorated ceremonial center
outside Guadalajara to ponder its long
history.

LEARNING SPANISH - Dr. Rosco Tolman,
left, a CWSC Spanish professor chats with
Fred Longoria, Quincy senior. Kno_wledge of
Spanish is not a prerequisite - but students
are required to enroll in a class while they are
in Mexico.

MAIL CALL - Sophomore Marti Shasky, in
photo at right, shares a note from home with
Luis Alvarez, a pre-dental student at nearby
University of Guadalajara.

MEXICO BOUND :::: Some
students travel by college van
as far as Tijuana, Mexico where
they board a non-stop bus to
Guadalajara, which is in south
central Mexico. Others who fly
down are surprised to find

facilities. A few who are
traveling with their families
such
as
Dr.
Richard
Leina weaver, associate
professor of speech and drama,
drive cars into Mexico. Dr.
Leinaweaver is director of the

L..~~~--'G!,!Yua~d~
- ~l!Y.:A'.1t-.DH~ern'<M..~~~~_..~~1,Q!.tMJrlYolIJUl1Jn....Guadalaiara.
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Border entry Mexico study cost low
rules told
Many ways

When you arrive at the
Mexican border, you must have
one of two types of documents
ready to present to authorities.
The document you will need is
either a TOURIST CARD or a
NON-IMMIGRANT STUDENT
VISA. Which one will depend on
how long you plan to stay in
Mexico. REMEMBER:
STUDENTS - ARE
R ESPONSIBLE FOR
OBTAINING THEIR OWN
T OURIST CARD OR
NON-IMMIGRANT VISA.
In accordance with Paragraph
I of Article 50 of the General
Law of Population, foreigners
coming to Mexico solely for
pleasure or for study in summer,
fall or winter shall be issued
tourist cards, which shall be
valid for a single entry into the
country during a period of three
mo nths from the date of
issuance and for a maximum
unextendable stay . of 180 days:
Students under 18 years of age
must present written permission
fro m parents or guardians to
obtain tourist cards. As proof of
citizenship, a birth certificate,
voting card, or valid passport
must be presented. Cards are
free from the Consulate of
Mexico, Securities Building,
Seattle, (206) MU 2-3634.
Students w~o expect to stay
for more than six months should
obtain Non-Immigrant Student
Visas at a Mexican Consulate in
the U.S. The fo ll owing
information is required:
( 1) Valid American
Passp9rt.
(2) Pictures - 6 Front
View and 5 Profile-2x2
each.
(3) If Under 18 - written
permission from both
parents and notorized.

(4) If Over 21 - letter of
good conduct from police
'
department.
(5) Notorized letter on
parent's bank stationery
stating that while in
Mexico student will
- receive $150 from parents.
(6) Letter of Acceptance
from school.
-

Financial
aid raised

The CWSC International
Students Club and the Busy
Bakers club have established a
$300 scholarship for 1972/73
for CWSC students who meet
the following qualifications:
1 ) Foreign students - who
attended Central in 1971/72 and
will continue here in the Fall, or,
2) U.S. students who attended
Central in 1971/72 and want to
study in one of Central's Study
Abroad Programs in the Fall of
1972.
The Spring '72 G.P.A. must be
2.5 or better. Applications may
be obtained from the Financial
Aids Office. The deadline is May
22, 1972.
This scholarship was .made
available from funds raised bv
the sale of Birthday Cakes for
Central students through the
joint efforts of International
Students Club members (who do
the delivering) and the Busy
Bakers (a group of Ellensburg
women who make the cakes).
Cakes are ordered by . parents
and .delivered on students'
. birthdays. Chairman of the Busy
Bakers is Ruth Harrington
Weekly chairmen are Judy
Locke, Tay Green, Shirley Hill
and Joyce Bohne.

TUITION
Students who have been
acce.pted into the Mexico
Program pay the regular tuition
fee of $165 for Fall, Winter and
Spring Quarters of 1972/73, to
the CWSC Cashier by the
deadlines announced in the
catalog.
FEES
The $20 field trip fee is to be
paid immediately after the
application is submitted to· the
Office of International
Programs, in order to b,e
considered for admission. If the
application is accepted, the $20
will be applied to the program
costs; if not accepted, the
applicant will be notified within
one week and the $20 will be
refunded.
'
HOUSING
The Office of International
Programs offers to make housing
arrangements for students who
desire to live with a Mexican
family for all, or part, of their
stay in Mexico. Students who
want housing arranged for them
should fill out a Housing
Application, which is iricluded in
the Application Packet, and

return it to the Office Of MISCELLANEOUS
International
Programs. A
A 11 other costs are
deposit of $50 must be made at miscellaneous and will depend
the same time.
. on the individual.
The housing assignment will
be ma·de by the Resident
Director of the Mexico Program
in Guadalajara. Upon your
arrival in Guadalajara, the
Students in the . Mexico
Resident Director will give you
the name and address of your Program are responsible for
family. When you have making their own transportation
deterrriined that the arrangement arrangements, and may choose
is agreeable to you, you will from a variety of modes of
return a Housing Agreement transportation and routes.
For example, United Airline
signed by both you and your
landlady to the Resident from Seattle to Vancouver and
Director. He will then return to Canadian Air to Guadalajara
you your $50 deposit which is costs $151 plus $3 tax, one way.
Driving a private car in Mexico
to be paid to your landlady as a
deposit on the first month's is also. a possibility, but several
factors make having a car in
rent.
In the event that the student Mexico undesirable. First of all,
rejects the room, there will be a there is little need for a car since
charge of $8 deducted from the public transportation is
deposit. This will be paid to the abundant, and cheap.
Busses stop at almost every
landlady as compensation for
holding the room in reservation. street corner and will take you
The monthly charge for room to all parts of the city and also
(double occupancy) and board is to out-lying districts.
The CWSC Office of
$80; the details of payment are
to be agreed upon by you and International Programs offers
round trip bus. transportation
your landlady.
from Washington to Guadalajara
for participants in the Mexico
Program.
The busses, which are 12
Fall Quarter, 1972 .......... June 1, 1972
passenger school vans, usually
Winter Quarter, 1973 ..... . ... December 1; 1972
depart from two points in
Spring Quarter, 1973 .......... March 1, 1973
Washington, stopping for the
first night in Red Bluff, Calif.
LOCATION
and for the second night in San
Diego. Overnight lodging in
Classes are held at the Instituto Cultural
hotels is provided as part of the
Mexicano-Norteamericano, Tolsa (Enrique Diaz de
transportation cost. On the
Leon) 300, Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico. A Resident
morning of the third day, the
Director will be in charge for each quarter and will be
students board an .
available to help you with any questions or problems
air-conditioned Mexican bus,
you may have.
with restroom facilities, to
continue the trip to Guadalajara.
For more information, please contact:
This leg of the journey takes 36
hours plus stops for meals.
Office of International Programs
. The cost for the entire bus trip
Peterson Hall
_
(both CWSC and Mexican
Central Washington State College
busses) plus lodging in the
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
hotels is $55, one way, or $95,
(509) 963-1501
.round trip.

to trove/

Application deadlines

Time runs in U.S., 'Walks in Mexico
by Glenna Moulthrop

her uncomfortable "but you
have to take it for what it is and
· In America, time runs-in not let it bug· you. They really
Mexico, it walks.
don't mean it as an insult."
The relaxed, simple life style
Marc complained, however,
of Mexicans is one item two because Mexican girls don't pay
Central students wo\lld have much attention to American
liked to have brought home with boys. And in his estimation,
them after a quarter's study some of the girls there are the
there.
most beautiful ones in the
Both Marti Shasky, a world.
sophomore from Bellevue, and
He was surprised to learn that
Marc Estvold, a sophomore even college-aged Mexican girls
from Anacortes, were among 70 often are accompanied by their
Central students who studied at mothers to dances. It was
the lnstituto · Cultural common, he said, to ask one to
Mex i cano-Norte-Americano at dance but before accepting she'd
Guadalajara winter quarter.
check with her mother sitting
They claim to .have gained next to her.
more respect for their
Both he and Marti agree that
sou th-of-the-border neighbors. the Mexican universities are
Mexicans, who lead more difficult-students have to
uncluttered lives, believe that get grades of above 80 to pass.·
Americans make so many
Both enjoyed studying at least
problems for themselves, one course under a Mexican or
explained Marti. ·
Spanish professor, who they
She recalled being told, "They note, set class standards
(Americans) don't dance, they exceptionally high.
don't sing-they just worry
Perhaps their more interesting
about money ..,.,
course was a two-week art study
So Marti, too, is trying not to class in which the students
make time her dictator.
traveled 1,500 miles to the
"That's just one thing I Yucatan Peninsula.
learned," she said, and added, "I
"We go to school for the soci!tl
could write a book."
life more," she said, "but when
One chapter would have to be they go to school there they
devoted to Mexican men who really study."
are enamored with American ·
Mexican students even dress
women, according to Marti.
differently on their college
While walking with other campuses. The girls, for
American girls, she was the example, mostly wear dresses
object of frequent whistles. At and an occasional pantsuit.
first, the over-attentiveness made
"I never saw a Mexican girl in

barrier because if one shopkeeper
couldn't speak any English then
he'd go down the street ·and find
another who could.
Both she and Marc figured
that it cost "about the same" for
a quarter's study in Mexico's
second largest city as it does at
Central, even with all their
traveling expenses, including a
two-week trip to the Yucatan,
and numerous purchases.
· Each would like to return to
Mexico to live because one can
live. more cheaply there.
Marc pointed out that one can
travel anywhere in Guadalajara,
which is about the size · of
Seattle, in a bus for four cents.
Taxi rates, he said, average
between 40-80 cents and it
doesn't matter how many
Although artisans and passengers are packed in.
At first, both Marc and Marti
merchants who deal in the large
marketplace in downtown. lived with Mexican families.
Guadalajara don't speak much Their $80-a-month rent included
English, they do know how to maid service, four-course meals
say, "It's a very good price," and and having their laundry done.
"I've never had my laundry
"What do you wanna' buy?",
done so beautifully," said Marti,
according to Marc and Marti.
who added, ."Even my mother
Mire and his friends especially wouldn't do all that."
enjoyed the new experience of
Food prices .especially are
bartering.
reasonable in Mexico. For
M e'x foans, whom Marti example, a filet mignon dinner
described as "great salesmen", in a nice restaurant costs $2.
go to the open cafes along the
While neither Marti or Marc
city streets to sell their wares. cared much for tacos and tortillas,
"You don't even have to go they speak favorably of,Mexico's
places to shop," she said.
"fantastic fruit" and eight-cent
Marti considered this a good hot dogs that are filled with
way to practice Spanish. _ cheese, wrappefl in bacon strips
Language, she said, was never a and topped with tomatoes.
a pair of blue jeans," -Marc
added.
Their advice to others who
will be studying in Mexico is to
do as the Mexicans do-wear
dress slacks and sport shirts,
dresses and short-and-top
outfits.
However, both suggest that
blue jeans are best for traveling.
"I took on~ pair of blue jeans.
I even got a new pair for the trip
because I figured I'd better not
take my holey ones," Marti said.
Although neither spoke much
Spanish be'fore going to
Guadalajara, Marti said, "You
can't help but pick it up."
And Marc added, "All you
need to know when bartering are
the numbers in Spanish."

Both were overwhelmed by
the generosity Mexicans extend
to foreigners and to each other.
Marti said that in ·Mexico,
"what's your's is your family's."
" I think we all had
experiences of people taking us
into their homes for a beautiful
meal or fiesta," she added.
Two weeks after she arrived in
Mexico, for example, Marti and
three friends went to a small
town looking for a beach. After
finding none, they stopped at a
small store and asked the owner
if there was a beach nearby.
He told them that there was
none but invited them to his
hacienda for a swim, and while
his servants waited on them, he
barbequed steaks for all.
At first, she and Marc admit,
they were "a little leery" of the
Mexicans' open generosity but
later grew to respect them . for ·
this.
Marc said · that their kind
nature was difficult to
understand. He remembered
several occasions when he'd ask
a Mexican for directions and if
the person didn't know, he'd
give Marc the wrong direction.
This practice irritated Marc
until a Mexican explained to him
that his people do this because
they don't want to disappoint
others.
Although both still are
"sorting out" their experiences,
they claim to have ''learned a lot
from the Mexicans about
enjoying life."
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Recreation equipment for hire

Students form gear-rental shop
approximately $1600 for rental
equipment. All that he lacks to
complete his list of equipment is
By the end of this month, a four ' tents that weren't bought
shop will be open for students because the price wasn't low
who want to rent outdoor enough.
Rental equipment purchased
recreational equipment cheaply.
According to Mike McLeod, so far includes six-man rubber
who got the idea of a rental shop rafts, life ,vests, canoe paddles,
last quarter and pushed it to air pumps, tent tarps, hiking
reality, "We don't expect to packs, cook and hobo sets, first
make a profit. We expect to aid kits, compasses, axes, saws
make enough money to buy new and shovels.
According to McLeod, who
equipment as it wears out. It's
for the benefit of the student. will operate the shop, "A good
We 're not going to be _recreation program plays an
important
role in attracting
profit-oriented."
McLeod, who is working on an students- to a campus and in
individual study with the making campus life -inore
recreation and social activities attractive for them."
The operation of the rental
department, and Pat O'Hara,
also .a recreation major, worked shop will be under the direction
together to raise money for the of Gerry Hover, director of
· Recreation and Social Activities.
shop.
The shop will be located in ·the
Money allocations
Their efforts got them $300 east end of the games room .
No fees have been set up as
from the Residents Hall Council
(RHC) and $2000 that Tom yet, but according to McLeodJ
Dudley allocated during the last the cost "will be in line with the
fifteen minutes he was still budget of the 'average' student."
Also, the Recreation and
serving as president of ASC.
McLeod already has spent Social Activities Board will set
by Phill Proteau
staff writer

up special interest workshops to
instruct students in the use of
the equipment and to promote
interest in the rental shop. For
example students who want to
check out rafts to float the river
will have to first float with
"qualified floaters" before they
can rent a raft.
McLeod said, "Students must
be certified by a qualified rafter.
These people will be available to
float the river with 'river virgins'
upon request. All students will
have to do is show that they can
maneuver a raft and read the
river."
Rent procedure
To rent equipment, students
must show their ASC card,
driver's license, and one other
piece of ID. There will also be a
deposit of approximately 10 per
cent of the -value of the
equipment.
McLeod is hoping the shop
will be able to rent equipment
throughout th~ school year but
this will depend on future
funding and student support.
"So far, we have received no
support from the ASC

Legislature and a lot is going to
depend on the Joint Student
Fees meeting. As of right now, it
doesn't look like the shop will
be getting any money from
them. That isn't because they
don't support the shop, it's
because they don't have enough
money," McLeod said.
The shop has approximately
$700 left. Of that, starting

Ecology, today or tomorrow ?
by Dave Larson
feature editor
Questioning the importance of
economy over ecology and
electric power over the beauty
of the earth, Don McCune
presented the first guest speech
of Earth Week.
McCune
of
Exploration
Northwest and Captain Puget
-fame, centered his Tuesday
speech around public awareness
of ecological and environmental
issues.
"History may well look back
upon the decade of the 70's as
the age of ecology. For it's no
news .that ecological and related
environmental problems are the
big news today," said McCune.
McCune said that the public
ignored the . early warnings of
fishermen, wilderness clubs,
wildlife biologists and other
outdoor-oriented groups.
"Now though, everyone is
b~oming aware that lakes and
streams no longer fit for fish
may also be unfit for drinking
water or swimming and that
polluted air not only make~
buildings dirty on the outside,
but people dirty on the inside,"
commented McCune.

With many new environmental others may benefit from a
groups, McCune stated that the degree of commercial utilization
new groups often do not have a multiple use," said McCune.
the experience which has a
The guest speaker concluded,
tendency to "lead them to take ''As some have already
an oversimplified approach to suggested, the most endangered
environmental problems."
species today may well be man.
"It's time for all of us to cast And only man, through mutual
aside our tunnel vision and · effort and understanding, can
realize that, while some areas take himself off the endangered
should be left forever wild, list."

summer quarter, wages will have
to be paid for someone to rent
the equipment. That will average
$300 per quarter.
"I'm really counting on ASC
for funds next year,"
said
McLeod. "As it is, we'll have a
good shop for this summer. To
have a good year 'round shop,
though, we're going to need
additional funds."
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Joint sympathizers circulate ,petitions
Initiative would libe,ralize marijuana

by Nicholas Gardner
staff writer

What is the most democratic
. way to decide whether or not to
liberalize marijuana? Let the
people decide, right?
·
This is precisely the thinking
of an organization on campus
which today and tomorrow is
seeking petition signatures to
make this an initiative on the
ballot in November.
The organization, Basic
Liberation Of Smokers and
Sympathizers Of Marijuana
.(BLOSSOM), is aiming for the
100,0QO signatures needed
statewide to place the petition
on the ballot.
BLOSSOM will man booths in
the Pit to provide- information
on marijuana and . recruit
signatures this week.
According to Ron Males, local
organizer, Kittitas County, needs
1,000 signatures to have . a
proportionate number. "We have
600 now," he noted. ·

BLOSSOM hopes to · have
petitions circulated to the
dorms, according to Males, but
anyone wanting a petition or
wanting one to sign. may contact
him at 925-2849.
The petition grew out of the
findings of a drug commission,
set up by President Nixon in
1970.
The commission repor.t
published at the beginning of
this year, according to Males,
said that marijuana should be
decriminalized. The commission
said that use of marijuana should
be left to the discretion of the
individual, he stated. Nothing
, was said about selling or
possession according to Males,
who added, but no change in the
U.ws have occured.
Therefore sufficient signatures
were obtained to request a
petition for an initiative frbm
the secretary of state.

"Liberalize" marijuana
"The proposed initiative," .
Males stressed, "would not
legalize marijuana ·but liberalize
it." That is, reduce the sale of
marijuana which is now a felony
to a misdemeanor and possession
which is now a misdemeanor to
no charge.
He pointed out that by signing
this petition a person is saying,
in effect, "I want this petition to
become an initiative on the
November ballot so that we, the
people, can decide whether to
accept or reject the liberalization
of marijuana laws."
This is the most democratic
way, Males said.
The deadline for the 100,000
signatures is July 1. Several
other states including Alaska,
Oregon, Arizona and California
are sponsoring a similar petition
drive.
Backers of BLOSSOM cite

studies that show alcohol is
more detrimental to the body
than marijuana and a study by
Dr. Helperin of the University of
Washington, that showed people
·unde't the influence. of alcohol
are more apt to make mistakes
in driving than those under the
influence of marijuana.
The penalties, they believe, are
out of line with the effects of
marijuana.
Under Initiative 264, the state
criminal sanctions and
re~latory control regarding its
possession and transfer woul.d be

'Rest ·01 the News' paper
reports community ne\Ns
· by Wanda Miller
staff writer

Ron Males believed that the
of Ellensburg were not
getting all the news and
information that they should.
He believed that something
should be done about the
situation, so he decided to start
his own newspaper.
Males said that his · aim in
starting a newspaper wasn't to
make-money, just to bring
people together. The title of the
newspaper, The Rest of the
News explains its function h~
says. 1es supposed to provide
the rest of the news for the
·
community.
The format of The Rest of the
News is informal. "There is no
editor . and the staff consists of
about 50 contributing
p~ople

TRY IT YOU'LL LIKE IT!
Our demons~rator will make
you a believer in Honda

HONDA
XL-250

removed and the advertising of
marijuana would be a gross
misdemeanor.
The State Board of Pharmacy '
would be authorized to conduct
educatiortal and research
programs to prevent or deter the
misuses .or abuses of marijuana.
It would terminate
prosecutions and proceedings
presently ·pending for marijuana
violations. It also would direct
the release of persons serving
time for such violations.
Suggested readings on
marijuana are "Conscientious
Guide to Drug Abuse" by Vic
Pawlak, available in the public
library, · and ·"Marijuana" _by E.
R. Bloomquist, M.D.

volunteers," says Males. The
articles are submitted by people
who want to say something.
Males says that the newspaper
will accept articles on any
·subject as long as they are not
libelous or untrue.
The price of the newspaper is
interesting to note. Males said
that he did not. want to charge
anything for . the paper, but
found that "people are wary
when they are given something."
So he charges a penny for a
copy.
Males, 34, is not a native of
this area, nor is he a journalist
by profession. He came from
Chicago and became interested
in the community while teaching
at Hebeler E.lemmtary School. He
be came dissatisfied with
teaching and focused his
atte~tions on community work.

Students help choose
faculty .replacement

JOH'NSONS
HONDA
410 N. Main

THE 5TH QUARTER
KEGs-S18

50

NO DEPOSIT
(With Proper

1.D~)

The only disagreement which
by W. Smithson
arose concerned the age of the
staff writer·
The , Political
Science professor and the idea of relating
Department has increased the to th~ students in and out of the
student influence in campus classroom. However, all
decision-making by allowing concerned stated that
some students to help choose a disagreement _was minor · and
when the final decision was to
new faculty member. .
When a replacement was be made, cooperation was high
needed for Professor David Pitts, , with everyone in agreement with
who will not return .to Central the results. ·
The final choice. "!as Roger
next fall, two students were each
Winters, an associate professor
given one vote in the decision.
The students were Ron from Harvard. He is presently
Dotzauer, head of the Political working on his doctorate which
Science Association, and Linda he hopes to complete in June of
this year.
,
Schodt, PAC chairman.
Dotzauer and Ms. Schodt were
very pleased with the outcome
and expressed their hope that
this practice would spread to
other departments.
In Dotzauer's words, "I think
this should be campus-wide. The
Political Science Department has
taken the lead in promoting a
go o d fa c u-1 t y - student
relationship by maintaining that
students should have a voice and
a vote in the hiring of faculty
members."

MILK
.FRESH GRADE A.
44 cents

~

gallon

Homo-past

~

Gal. 48c

Open 3-6:30 Daily

962-9900

NANUM;YU.EDAIRY
~ttlta$ Highway .~21?!.
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NBofC has an easier way ·
to track down expenses..
Is "The Case of the Disappearing Funds" your mys. tery? Solve it with an NBofC checking account. You
always know where you've spent your money, what
you've spent -it on an.CJ how much you have left. It's
the easiest way to track down expenses.
Lysistrata, played by Donna Parker, leads her
gathering of women in a solemn vow to end the
fighting between Sparta' and Athens. Susan
Savage, left, and Christy Adolphsen look intent

as they realize the urgency of getting their
warrior-husbands off the battlefield and back
into their beds. (photo by Cottrell)

NBC

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

·

·

MEMBER F.D.l.C. • ACCOUNTS INSURED TO $20..:000 EACH DEPOSITOR.

Greek play gets updating
by David Harrington

staff writer
Take a 2000 year old Greek
comedy, add a touch of
vaudeville music and dances,
spice up the lines with
contemporary puns and it all
evolves into a unique
performance that will be
difficult to match.
This production of
"Lysistrata" has brough~ a
welcome new taste of drama to
Central.
The performance takes little
time to begin showing its
originality. The foundation of
the story takes place in the early
moments in a triumphant scene
of sight and sound.
As the women swear to their
oath of refusing their bodily
pleasures to their husbands and
lovers until peace is attained
with Sparta, the lighting, music
and staging all form together to
increase the intensity of the
plot.
ThP. repetition of a similiar
effec~ with the gathering, of the
men and in various
confrontations keeps the
determination of both sides
plainly visible.
Donna Parker performs as
Lysistrata, the -woman
responsible for the conspiracy.
In a part that could be easily
overplayed, Donna does , a
brilliant job of keeping her
effect at its best point. The
combination of her grace and
beautiful voice provide the
perfect amount of stamina .
Paula Johnson excellently
portrays a simple, dedicated
lover as Kalonike. Being one
who would rather give up
anything than her sex life, she
comically presents the conflict
in the opening scene that
Lysistrata will later face with her
troops.
Male frustration
The frustration of the male
standpoint is best portrayed by
Bill Crosby in the role of the
Athenian commissioner. His
outstanding adaptation into the
role and the sincerity of his
feelings lead to some very funny
and well acted episodes.
Dirk Lumbard, playing the
leader of _the male troops, adds
much to the vaudeville effect

through his swiftness,
smoothness and relation to the
audience.
Melinda Mrachek as Myrrhine
and Gregg Jackson as Kinesias
perform a well set bedtime scene
that perhaps is the funniest part
of the performance. Its ability to
send "respectable" citizens out
the exits brihgs the results of the
women's plot to full steam and
sets up for the resolution.
The consistency of the lead
roles is superior in keeping the
tone of the play together.
The costumes, rented from
Goldsteins of San Francisco,
combine with the set, in itself
somewhat phallic, to form an
extremely pleasant array of
color and movement.
The mellowness of the colors
and the flowing of the gO\vns
enhance the effect of the dances
and many actions, while . also
adding a touch ·of romance to
the scenery. Concerning the
number of persons in the cast,
the leads are distinguished
without shading the chorus.
Original score
The musical score, composed
by Central graduate Larry Vote,
adds the strongest touch of
originality to the play. Because
of th·e music, the entire
performance is refreshing in its
uniqueness and makes even
minor events very enjoyable.
Without the music, "Lysistrata"
would lack the spirit that makes
it exceptional.
The entire program, which has
no intermission, runs about one
hour and forty minutes, a
comfortable span of time for the
audience. The timing of the
scenes and changes is sharp and
precise, leaving little time for
boring rhetoric.
Being that the play consists of
a series of disconnected parts,
the smoothness and the variety
is a pleasure.
The enthusiasm of director Dr.
Robert Sporre and the cast is
easily visible in the performance.
They have acquired the ability
to have fun while entertaining,
removing .the stiffness that is
present in most plays of its kind.
This point is most important
because the audience is allowed
to relax and thoroughly enjoy
the antics.
Th~ Central production of

"Lysistrata" has brought the
necessary elements together to
create an exceptional
performance.
The cast, crews and director
must be congratulated . for their
fine efforts and talents that
make this play as enjoyable as·it
is.
If the residents of Central miss
the opportunity to view this
happening, they may never see
another one like it. Aristophanes
would be proud.

Art contest
The Seattle Arts Commission
is conducting a competition for
a commissioned "Water Art
Work" on behalf of the City of
Seattle Water Department.
"We are budgeting $30,000
for the construction, including
artist fee, of the final design
selected for the project," says
Kenneth M. Lowthian,
superintendent of the water
department. ·
For a
copy
of the
prospectus and for further
information, contact the Seattle
Arts Commission, Seattle
Center, 305 Harrison, Seattle,
Washington, 98109,,

CRASH and B.Uf_fALO: appearing

6 Nights a Yleek.
CROSSROADS RESTAURANT

T I \N/C s-~
I

south interchange

SUNDAY

APRIL
23rd

FISHING SEASON OPENS ! .!
OUR STORE OPEN UNTIL 10 PM ON
1FOR YOUR
FRIDAY NITE APRIL ·21st CONVENIENCE
SAMPLES OF THE BARGAINS TO BE FOUND
IN OUR SPORTING GOODS DEPT. THIS WEEKEND!

0

SPINNING ROD BONANZA!
Wright & McGiii, Gladding, South Bend

0
0
0

Reg.- $5_
. 99

MONOFILAMENT LINE
1' Lb. Spool. 4 to 10 Lb. Test

·

Reg. 78c

PAUTZKES FISH EGGS
Red Top. Soft But Satisfying

J

GET YOUR ,LICENSE HERE TOO!'

Reg. $1.18

One Stop Shopping For A Fun Loaded Weekend.
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.'Cqts at home

· IJaseballers host Mounties
by Roger Underwood
sports editor

Fresh' from last weekend's
three-game sweep at Western,
the baseball Wildcats begin their
first EvCo action at home today
with a single nine-inning game
against Eastern Oregon's
Mountaineers.
Today's game is slated for 3
p.m., while a double-header is
schedule for tomorrow with the
sa~e two clubs going at it in two
seven-inning affairs at 10 a.m.
Pitching, clutch-hitting and
"good pressure baseball"
brought the 'Cats EvCo
seasonal mark to .500 last
weekend according _ to Coach
Gary Frederick. Central is now
3-3 in conference play and 8-8-1
overall.
"Greg Schulte was real
impressive last Friday. and he
.

.

~

.

T~st~a<mTeient
.. .. .
.~.

~~~~ ·:.
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Pull instead of Push
Last year over 3 million
people bought front -wheel
drive cars.They had some very
good reasons. For one, when
the drive wheels are up front
under the engine you are
pulled, not pushed, through
curves. And since the drive
wheels are under the engine
you gain added traction.
But there is something else
you should ·know about FWD
cars: Renault produces more
of them than anyone else in
the world -over 5,000 a day,
over one million a year.
The Renault 12 is a superb
machine. With rack and pinion
steering and disc brakes.
Test drive one soon. You'll
discover why FWD cars are
becoming so popular.

world's laigest producer of front-wheel driw cars.

CARAWAY

Motor Service, Inc.
213 SOUTH THIRD AVENUE
YAKIMA-GL 2 ·8501

got some confidence," said
Frederick referring to Schulte's
complete-game, a nine-inning
win.
He said that Schulte, who had
been bothered with some arm
trouble earlier in the year, had a
good fastball early in the game
but went to his curve in the late
innings.
"Heaverlo has been sharper"
reported Frederick on his ace
right-hander's two hitter in
Saturday's opener, "but he was
real effective in the late
innings."
Central's other starter, Don
Ward, matched Heaverlo's
two-hitter, but had ten innings
to do his thing before his mates
got two runs for another 3-1
triumph.
"Don was shaky at first, but
he finished real strong," said
: Frederick. He pointed out that
Ward had both of his big pitches,
the fast ball and curve, working
for him and that he used his fast
ball.to set up his curve.
In addition to his pitching,
which yielded only eight hits
and four runs in the three-game

sweep, Frederick also was happy
about his club's mental effort.
"We got a good team effort
from everyone, including the
guys on the bench,'' he said,
"lt's the first time this year that
all 20 guys have been involved."
The offense, which has been
of the bark worse than bite
variety at times, did produce
some big hits at Bellingham.
"We still leave some guys on
base,'' said Frederick, but at
least the Wildcats produced .
enough to win, which is after all,
the name of the game.
Eastern Oregon brings a 5-1
EvCo ledger-into today's action,
and Frederick acknowledged
respect for the 'Cats weekend
opponents.
''They're a well coached
ballclub, and they've got two
good pitchers,'' he said referring
to Mountie moundsmen Jim
Slusher and Steve Bates.
Along with their 5-1 league
mark, which is tops by the way,
the Mounties are 10-6 orr the
year, so the Wildcats will have to
keep it together to win.

Cindermen seek
revenge vs OCE
"It is going to be the best
small college track meet in the
Northwest this year." That's
the way Central Washington
State College track Coach Tom
Lionvale foresees Saturday's
dual meet with new rival
Oregon College of Education.
Last year, the Wolves from
Oregon College toppled the
Wildcats from their 10-year
Evergreen Conference reign in
a wild dual meet in Monmouth,
Ore.
This year the Central thindads will be out for revengerevenge that is going to be
awfully tough to come by.
Seven OCE track members
have posted times or distances
this spring which rank in the top
ten in the NAIA nationally.
They are three-deep in
several events that the Wildcats
are weak in. They have the
fastest EvCo times or marks in
seven events.
"I've figured it out three or
four different' ways and each
time the meet ends up dose",
says Lionvale.
Close isn't the real word to
describe the two schools.
Seven Wildcat cindermen
have the best marks in the
EvCo. Five spikers are ranked
in the top 10 in the nation.
Some of the highlights of the

dual meet which begins
Saturday at ~1 a.m. at CWSC's
Tomlinson Field should be:
The shotput, where only four
inches separates Central's Bill
Harsh,
a
junior
from
Marysville, and OCE's Doyle
Kenady.
Harsh set a new Central
record last week against
Eastern Washington with a 5511 toss and currently leads
Northwest small colleges in the
event. Kenady, the defending
EvCo champion, heaved the
shot 55-7 last Saturday.'
The 120-high hurdles should
be an interesting race between
Central's Steve Berg, a junior
from Milton, and OCE's Bob
Stephens.
Berg posted a fine 14.8 last
weekend while Stephens 1 best
this season has been 14.9.
OCE also features the NAIA
indoor champion in the 880
Bruce Vogel who has been
· clocked outdoors this season at
1:51.7.
The 100-dash is expected to be
quite a contest with four
sprinters-two from each
school-under 10 seconds.
Wildcat's Mike Behrbaum
and Steve Slavens flew to 9.6
times last weekend in the wind.
OCE has Roger Woods 9.9 and
Bob Graves 9.8.

$ports
Optimism prevails
on Women spikers
by Bill Irving
staff writer

Heather Southerland,
·vancouver freshman, on the
880 medley relay. .
Don't anybody mention the
Boyungs is very pleased ~th
word pessimism to wom~n's her team's progress, saymg
track Coach Janice Boyungs "we're ahead of ourselves" from
because she won't understand last. year and sees this year's
· bunch as a "well-balanced team"
you.
Bubbling optimism is the with "more depth" than last
by-word for this season's track season's group that took tenth in
squad if you follow Boyungs' the NAIA Nationals.
"I have strong people in most
appraisal.
Expectations similar to "we of the events" except the 880
will have a real fine -track team" run and "most of them have a
"much stronger team this year" couple strong events,'' noted
and "very, very strong" fly Boyungs.
"Lyons is doing a really fine
through . the air as fast as a
question pops u~.
job in the hurdles" and
Even with the loss of. national "probably will be close to
champion miler Caroline national times by the middle of
Kruckeberg, which will "hurt the season," indicated Boyungs.
our team" according to
Also competing in the 200
Boyungs, she expects big things meter hurdles is· Skoog who also
· runs the 100 dash, 220, and long
from her tracksters.
Kruckeberg withdrew · from jumps.
school for personal reasons.
Clarke will be in the 100, 220
The squad of about 20 had its and 200 hurdles and Scott will
first meet Saturday at the UW enter the 100, 220, and both
Invitational where they took a relays.
. fourth place out of the 12 teams
Gapsch will compete in the
competing.
Flathead Valley Community long jump, 440, and both relays
College (Kalispell, Mont.) won and Southerland in the mile and
the meet going away with 159 880 medley relay.
Freshman Ehinger has the shot
points, Western Washington
State College took second with put and javelin to .her name and
65, Seattle Pacific third with 58, two-milers include Stockton and
Durwin.
and the 'Cats fourth with 39.
Coach Boyungs expects big
Point winners for Central were
Marcia Ehinger, Ephrata things from Kirkpatrick, who is
freshman, third in the javelin "very strong in the discus" and
and fifth in the shot put; Sue "has a lot of potential."
Adding depth, will be Spadoni
Lyons, Ephrata sophomore,
third in the 100 dash and fifth in in the discus and Mongeon in the
the 100 meter hurdles and a javelin.
member of the third place 440
Both relays will be strong this
relay and fifth place 880 medley season according to Boyungs,
!elay; Darlene Mongeon, an especially the 440 relay which
Everett junior, fourth in the she expects "to do real well."
javelin; and Mary Scott,
Aberdeen senior, a fourth and
Tomorrow the women's track
fifth in the 100 dash and 220 squad hosts a big meet against
and a member of both relays.
six. other schools after the men's
Kathy Spadoni, Gig Harbor · biggie with Oregon College of
senior, finished fifth in the Education.
discus; Mickey Clarke, Bellevue
Wes tern and Eastern
senior, fifth in the high jump Washington, University of
and a 440 relay member; and Washington, Pacific Lutheran,
Leslie Stockton, Walla Walla
senior, took sixth in the University of Puget Sound,
Washington State, and Central
two-mile run.
Alma Gapsch, Vancouver will be here for the 1 p.m.
senior, ran on both relays and engagement on the 'Cats cinders.

The
Greatest Middleweight

STREET RS-C
YAMAHA350
YAMAHA OF ELLENSBURG
5th & Kittitas

925-9330

great

night for

Kentuc!'f
Fried Chicken®
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Science · method . ~lass helps sixth graders
Dietrich asked for volunteers
from his class to participate in
setting up a little seience center
the scheduled time that the for them.
children come over, he may
Since it proved to be very
participate. Then he must be interesting and successful,
willing to spend 3%-4 hours a according to Dr. Dietrich, he
week in preparation for his talked with the school to set up
lesson besides attending the a regular program It is now in
regular class and doing the its third term and the program is
required assignments.
expected to continue.
Every volunteer is in charge of
The science ed students
two pupils. Before the program contract for their grade
was set up, the children worked according to how many activities
in groups of twos and threes on they complete in a quarter. In
various projects, said their this special program where the
science teacher, Sister Grogory, students meet once a week to
present assistant to Dr. teach the 5th and 6th graders,
Dietrich's program. It was rather they have special evaluation of
difficult to keep track of them, their teaching.
plus give them · the special
They are evaluated in their
attention they needed. However,
with this new "set-up" the participation, centering the
children receive the special lesson around the student,
allowing him to learn for himself
guidance and attention.
The program originated when and make his own discoveries;
Fred McCarthy, a former science and encouraging him to ask
ed student who brought first questions; planning and
graders up from St. Andrews preparation; group interactions
Elementary School for a field in the Monday afternoon
trip. McCarthy did this when he session; and the student's own
was student teaching. Dr. methods of evaluating his pupils.

With students from St. Andrevvs school

by Karen Sybouts
staff writer

Assistant professor of science
education, Dr. Donald Dietrich,
has recently organized a unique
program with St. Andrews
Elementary School in
Ellensburg. Some of the students
from his science ed 322 class
help fifth- and sixth-graders with
basic concepts of science.

(ESS) uni~s, Dr. Dietrich's
students provide the materials
and lessons for the children, he
said. Much of the equipment
used is stored in the back of the
classroom. Also the physics and
other departments in Lind have
generously contributed to the
class' needs.

on a regular class discovery or
inquiry with emphasis on
method used, rather than the
actual process of learning. The
essence of this "methods" class
is to prepare "our future's
teachers" to know the child's
abilities at certain levels and how
to communicate with them.

Dr. Dietrich's class
experiments with pendulums,
floating objects, electricity and
many things not ordinarily
available to elementary schools.
Experimentation is done on a
fifth- and sixth-grade level,
leaving out mathematical
statistics.

Every week the students meet
Mondays to hash out ideas and
to prepare their programs. If
anyone has a problem, the
students work as a unit to
straighten things out, Dr.
Dietrich said.

This experience is neither a
true tutoring nor student
teaching program, said Dr.
Dietrich. It is strictly a voluntary
project on a more individualized
basis.

Although the Y use the
"Elementary School Science"

. The basic philosophy of this
program, said Dr. Dietrich, is to
benefit both the science ed
student and the child. It is based

To become part of this
program, . the college student
must first take science ed from
Dr. Dietrich. Then, if the
student's schedule parallels with

Seminars suggest careers
by Phil/ Proteau
staff writer

12:45 p.m. in Grupe Conference
·Center.
The spring quarter speaker
Two new programs have been
schedule
includes:
developed by the Student
Development staff to assist
April 25, Dr. John Hoglin,
students in finding what careers
Radio-TV.
are open to them af~er they
May 2, Prof. Reino Randall,
graduate.
Art.
May 9, Prof. Catherine Sands,
The first program, Career
Development Seminars~ is geared Anthropology.
May 16, Dr. Wayne Hertz,
at informing students about the
current employment situations .. Music.
May 23, Dr. Phil Dumas,
Jim Bennett, Student Environmental Sciences.
Development staff assistant who
May 30; Dr. Ron Frye,
has been in charge of the Career Technology and Industrial
Development Seminars since Education.
winter quarter said, "The idea of
The second program, Career
the program is for speakers from
the different areas to discuss the Explorations, according to Jim
current employment situations Bennett, "consists of weekly
in their field and relate to field trips that offer a variety of
students how it affects them." experiences at different
The discussions are to be held community agencies, resources .
each Tuesday from noon to and businesses."

SPECIAL DURING APRIL

HULLED SUNFLOWER SEEDS 49'

.PER LB .

"The tours will look at behind
the scenes activities as well as a
discussion on the various aspects
of the careers in the different
agencies. That includes not just
the rewards but also the
pitfalls: The actual experiences
which are found in that career,"
he said. Trips that have been
scheduled include:

AT
THE

I

RANCH
TONIGHT

April 27, Gold Leaf
Convalescent Home-Harvey
Young.

SUPER BAND From ·Seattle

May 4, Butterfield
Chevrolet-Bob Butterfield.
, May 11, Ellensburg
Record-John Ludtka.

Daily

Next Wednesday & Friday

May 18, Ellensburg Police
Department-Lt. Tom Pratt.

LIGHTFOOT

May 25, Holiday Inn-Jerry
Note.
The explorations will leave
campus at 3 p.m. each Thursday.

·From Tacoma

To sign up for a field trip call
.
963-1513.

also with hulls

VALLEY SPECIALTY FOODS

WAY-OUT
WEST
PABTNEBS

MILLS
SADDLE
'N

BIG JOE
Leather Uppers
Rubber Sole
Ca•el Suede

TOGS

Durable
Comfortable
Waterproof

Sizes 6-12

made in Spain
Comp,l ete Western Outfitters
4th & Main

THE

Shoe Sole

DOWNTOWN

.
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.Lib e rtyrheatre

OPEN 6: 45
925-9511
FRI. And SAT.

Shows At 7: 00 & 10: 15 - Students $1.25

SHAFT's his name.
SHAFT's his game.

SUN., MON. & TUES., APRIL 23-24-25
SUN. At 6:00 & 9:30-Mon. & Tues. 7:00 & 10:30

With th~ aid of a Central Washington State
College bulldozer, this tree found a new home,
away from the hustle and bustle of campus

Inflotion stretches late parking fines
by Paddy Cottrell
staff writer

That $5 campus ' parking
violation you got awhile back is
likely to now cost you $18 by
the time you pay the warrant
charge, the serving fee and the
additional late charge.
Last year the college was
responsible for collecting fines,

Kramer

tours here
A. Ludlow Kramer, secretary
of state, will be speaking in the
Pit on "Voter Registration"
Monday morning, from 10:30 to
noon.
The Political Affairs
Commission (PAC) will have free
coffee for the audience. Deputy
registrars will be available for
those who want to register to
vote.
Central is one of 125 speaking
engagements on Kramer's
six-week tour of the state. He is
speaking to service clubs, elderly
people and young people in an
ef fo rt to get more voter
participation.
I n a press release from
Kramer's office, it was stated
that an estimated 525,000
people in Washington over 20
years of age had not registered.
Another 140,000 betweeen
18-20 years old have not
registered.
"As Chief Elections Officer,
Kramer is concerned about these
figures," said Joyce Bjerke, a
former Central student now
working for Kramer. She
arranged his tour.
Kramer will speak at
Ellensburg High School and the
Ellensburg Kiwariis Club before
continuing to Yakima on his
speaking tour.

' TWIGGY

construction. It looks like not even our
"sappy" friends can take the unending saga of
campus beautification.
(photo by stewart)

but as of Oct. 15 that
responsibility has been shifted to
the Kittitas County Justice·
Court. With the shift has come a
higher rate schedule. Tickets
that were $2 before are now $5.
According to Marilyn
Blanchard, justice court clerk, if
a student fails to pay the ticket
and fails to reply to the letter
the justice court sends out
within a reasonable time, then a
warrant is issued for the
student's arrest.
Ms. Blanchard said that
students who wanted an
extention of the time to pay
should contact the court.
She also stated after the
warrant was issued the original
$5 fine is doubled and onto that
is tacked an additional $4
warrant fee from the court and a

$ 4 charge for serving the
warrant. This makes the total
fine $18.
Kittitas County Sheriff Bob
Barret is concerned about having
to collect the large parking fines.
"I know many students have
limited income and we would
like to see them, for their own
benefit, take care of ·these
tickets before we have to enter
·into it," he said.
Don Redlinger, director of
campus security, pointed at the
large number of violations.
''Under normal conditions
with one man working, about
45-50 tickets a day are issued,
mo~tly for· parking without a
permit," he stated.
He noted the cost of a parking
sticker, which is $5, would be
much cheaper than paying for
parking fines two or three times
during the quarter.

iN KEN RusSEll's PRoducrioN of

mr BOY fRl[ND"
Co-Hit Sun. At 7: 55 Only - Mon. & Tues. 8: 55 Only
COUJMBIA PtCTUQ(S

p,,H'"''

A JOHN fRANKENHEIMEREDWARD LEWIS Product•on

GMtiOllYP«lt
TVISIMIYlllBI>
MTBU All/ISONI
I WAl,IC 'l'HE l.INli
OUR NEXT ATTRACTION -Starts WED.
"TALES FROM THE CRYPT" & "WILLARD"

Ttl•

Village

OPEN 6: 45
925-4598
ENDS SATURDAY

Showings Each Night At 7: 00 & 9: 10
COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents

l:LIZAl31:Tti

TA~L()~

STARTSSUNDAY-ShowsAt7:00&9:15

WARREO BERnYa~dGOLDIE
HAWn
in
n(IJ"
(Dollars)
Produced by

ffi.J. FRRnHOVICH
Written and Directed by

RICHRRD BROOHS
Distributed by
COLUMBIA PICTURES
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OPEN 7: 00
925-3266
FRI., SAT. & SUN.

A llttle Import truck tough enough to be
called Chevrolet. That's LUY. $
PRICE START AT ••••

2296
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BUT,TERFIELD CHEVROLE
1OOI S. Canyon Rel.

TAV STEIN CLUB PARTY
SUNDAY, 23RD
Get Directions At The TA V
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925-1459 ·

Plays at 7 :30
PLUS

